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On the first of May 1945 the last official Nazi uniform

"right" terror organizations in hoth Europe and Latin

was discarded by its last wearer, whoever he might have

America, from the Red Brigades to the dreaded "Death

been, as Adolf Hitler's organization of terror and mass

Squads." The Sicilian separatist movement is part of a

murder was finally annihilated by the victorious Allied

broader European-wide capability which includes the

arms. As of that date, tens of thousands of the interna

Corsican separatists, the Basque movement, the Turkish

tional mass murderers and torturers who had opened the

Grey Wolves, and a number of other regionalist violence

gates of Hell for 12 years discreetly vanished into scores

oriented groups whose assigned role is to be the battering

of well-protected sanctuaries around the world. Their

rams against the existing national states of Europe. They

lines of communication, their finances, and the control

are all controlled and deployed by the same financial and

ling mother organization remained intact. The fascist

strategic interests which once launched both the Musso

international with its various disguises and names such

lini and Hitler movements. Swiss banking families are

as Die Spinne, Odessa (Organization der Ehemalige SS

the historical and intellectual "mother" of these fascist

Angehorige),

International,

dregs; by association with such Swiss financial interests,

continued to be a well-preserved asset of its owners. It is

the controlling apparatus presiding over this fascist net

now surfacing once again, summoned by the same own

work have also heen certain financial fortunes of the

ers, attempting to reopen the gates of Hell. Its pawprints

Anglo-American world.

Perm index,

and

MaimCi

were picked up by our investigators looking into the
attempted destabilization of the Italian republic around
the present Sicilian disturbances sponsored hy the Sicil
ian separatist movement.

The case of Hitler
It is now a well-documented fact that the Austrian
hippie Adolf Hitler was installed to power in Germany

The reputed controller of that movement is one Car

at the insistence of the Bank for International Settle

melo Zuccarello, a member of both the Italian fascist

ments, the sinister "central bank of central banks"

MSI and the Spanish Fuerza Nueva, a man who likes to

based in Switzerland, for the purpose of carrying out an

describe himself as the "most powerful man in Sicily."

economic program of population reduction, slave labor,

Above him stands Licio Gelli, the head of the Propagan

and genocidal financial looting similar to the present

Global 2000 program proposed by the same bank

da-2 Freemasonic lodge who, having once been a mem

day

ber of Mussolini's OVRA secret police, later escaped to

today.

South America, engineered Juan Perlln's return to pow

The BIS had been :;:stablished after the Versailles

er, coached and promoted to power the Libyan madman
Qaddafi, and helped coordinate and finance "left" and
20
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Treaty for the ostensible purpose of administering the

Sicilian separatist movement of today in an ongoing

debt and reparations payments of defeated Germany.

attempt to destabilize the Italian government, and from

The BIS invented and promoted Hjalmar Schacht into

there, to destroy the government of West German

the post of director of the Reichsbank, a position

Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, the linchpin of East-West

analogous to Paul Adolph Volcker's today, with a

relations. As our special correspondent reports, the

mandate to financially crush the vitality of German

stated aims of the Sicilian separatists conform to those

industry. The BIS, and the various German debt-admin

put forward by leading NATO commanders in Europe.

istration commissions such as the Dawes Plan and the

Next, in Part I of an historical series by Michelle

Young Plan, along with Hjalmar Schacht deliberately

Steinberg, we present the story of the creation of today's

brought about the world depression of 1929-33 and

Sicilian Mafia by the remains of the British and Ameri

created highly unstable political conditions which made

can intelligence services from World War II. Part II of

governance virtually impossible, especially in Germany.

Steinberg's report will trace the connections of the

Toward the end of 1932, the option existed for an

Mafia kingmakers and collaborators in U.S. intelligence

industrial and economic rehabilitation of Germany

circles up

around a program of national mobilization proposed

Department and State Department today. A case study

to the highest levels of the U.S. Justice

by General Schleicher. The Swiss BIS, Hjalmar Schacht,

of the Swiss banker and Fascist International controller

and their Anglo-American banking cohorts, led by

Francois Genoud, from our Wiesbaden bureau chief

Schroders Bank, vetoed that plan and instead promoted

Thierry Lalevee, and an extensive guide for readers

Adolf Hitler to power.
Up until that time Hitler was the titular figurehead
of a movement of degenerate hippies, environmentalists,

through the networks of the Fascist International over
the past five decades, prepared by counterintelligence
specialist Scott Thompson, round out our report.

homosexuals, and racist kooks which had been for years
financed and promoted by the occupying financial

Swiss bankers' puppets

powers, and cultist secret societies such as the Urania

Repulsive and odious as the criminal mentality of

Temple of the Golden Dawn and Madame Blavatsky's

these pathological Nazis is, the reader ought to take one

Theosophists, all associated with British intelligence,

step back, hold his or her nose, and try to look at what

the British Museum in London, and the Museum of

is behind them. They are mere puppets. They are just

Natural History in New York City, one of the main

another political commodity, dumb, vile, and cruel,

centers of racialist "eugenicist" doctrines.

which is traded in the market place by the masters of

Schroder's Bank in particular played a crucial func

high finance. The Swiss banking tradition of trading in

tion in both cultivating the Nazi networks, especially in

this vile commodity goes very far back in time. Just as

lavishly financing Hitler's ascent to power in January

they

1933. Associated with Schroders Bank during that time

Volcker, so they stood, during the previous century,

stood

behind

Hjalmar Schacht,

Hitler's

Paul

were the two Dulles brothers, John Foster, who later

behind the Jacobin mob of the French revolution and

became Secretary of State, and Allen, who later headed

Charles Necker, the central banker who triggered that

up the CIA. They sat at the board of directors of the

revolution. The banking house which then owned both

bank and their law firm, Sullivan & Cromwell, repre

the French central banker and the French Jacobin mob

sented the Schroders Bank's interests. Before the war,

was the Schlumberger-Neuflige-Mallet banking group

the Dulles brothers had distinct and public pro-Nazi

of Geneva. That same group in recent years has con

sympathies. They were advocating the use of Nazism as

trolled the assassination outfit called Permindex Inc.,

a foil to be used against German national interests and

which was responsible for the assassination of President

groups such as the traditional military, the industrialist

John F. Kennedy, and for numerous attempts on the

leaders, and the old Prussian, Humboldt-trained scien

life of French President Charles de Gaulle. The leading

tific and political elite. During the war, Allen Dulles

personnel of Permindex at various points have been

stationed himself in Switzerland, where he maintained

leading Nazi figures, including SS Colonel Otto Skor

intelligence operations and contacts with Nazi leaders

zeny, Hitler's favorite killer-commando, and the son-in

throughout. After the war, Allen Dulles was part of a

law of Hitler's

much broader effort, involving the international con

These are the people who created the "Jackal" who

Finance Minister Hjalmar Schacht.

duiting of billions of dollars of Nazi fortunes to safety

attempted to kill President de Gaulle, as well as "Car

and the movement of Nazi criminals into hiding around

los" and other notorious left- and right-wing terrorists

the globe.

over recent years.

This special report will give the reader a fair idea of

These old Nazi networks are now summoned by

how these old Nazi networks continued and evolved

their masters in high finance for a series of assaults

down to our day.
We begin with an eyewitness report from our special
correspondent in Sicily, which documents the role of the
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against national institutions around the world. The
Sicilian independence caper is only one of these Nazi
campaigns.
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